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1. Introduction 
Let A be an associative ring with 1, GL,A the group of invertible n by n 
matrices over A, EnA the subgroup generated by all elementary matrices (a matrix 
is called elementary if it differs from the identity matrix In by one non-diagonal 
entry; we use the notation x i'j of [29] for an elementary matrix, where x e A, i ~ j ,  
rather than the notation Bi, j, x of [6], or I+xeij of [3], or Ei, j(x) of [23]). We are in- 
terested in subgroups H of GLnA normalized by EnA. 
When A is a field, Dickson [6, p. 367] observed that the group EnA (which is 
SLH(n, A) in his notation) modulo its center is simple, provided A has at least four 
elements in the case n = 2. The case of finite field A was of particular interest o 
Dickson, who studied it in a previous publication. Essentially, Dickson showed that 
the centralizer of EnA in GLnA coincides with the center G,(A, 0) of GL, A, which 
consists of non-zero scalar matrices, and that, when (n - 1) card(A)_> 4, a subgroup 
H of GL~A is normalized by EnA if and only if either H is central or H contains 
EnA. 
Dieudonn6 [7] (see also Artin [2]) extended this result to division rings. 
Generalizing this and a few other previous results (see, for example, [6] and [14]), 
Bass [3,4] gave a description of all subgroups H of GL~A, n>3, normalized by 
EnA for any A satisfying the stablerange condition sr(A)< n (we use the notation 
sr of [27]; for example, sr(A)_< 1 for any division ring or, more generally, any 
Artinian ring A). 
Putting together esults of Golubchik [8] and Suslin [24], one gets (see [29]) the 
same description (see the next paragraph) of such H as above for any commutative 
A and any n_  3. Vaserstein [29] generalized the results of Bass, Golubchik, and 
Suslin, obtaining the standard escription of H 's  for any A whose central ocaliza- 
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tions Ap satisfy the condition sr (Ap)< n, where n > 3. In particular, we have the 
standard escription of H 's  when A is finite as module over its center (see [28]) or 
when A is algebraic over its center and either A is left noetherian or satisfies a 
polynomial identity over the center which does not vanish in all proper factor rings 
(see [13]). 
The standard description of H 's  looks as follows. A subgroup H of GLnA is 
normalized by EnA if and only if it satisfies the 'ladder relation' of Brenner [5]: 
En(A, B)CHC Gn(A, B) for some ideal B of A. Here Gn(A, B) is the inverse image 
of the center of GLn(A/B) under the canonical homomorphism GLnA~GLn(A/B) 
(when n_>2 the center coincides with the centralizer of En(A/B) in GLn(A/B) and 
consists of the scalar invertible matrices over the center of A/B)  and En(A, B) is the 
normal subgroup of EnA generated by all elementary matrices in the congruences 
subgroup GLnB=ker(GLnA~GLn(A/B)) (when n>_3, the group En(A,B) is in 
fact generated by matrices of the form yj'ixi'j(-y)j'i with i:gj, x e B, y e A; see [29, 
Lemma 8]). 
In particular, if we have the standard escription of H 's  for a simple ring A, then 
EnA modulo its center is a simple group. 
In this paper we obtain the standard escription of H 's  for any Banach algebra 
A and any n _> 3 (see below for the case n = 2). In fact, we will use the following con- 
dition on A which holds for any Banach algebra A: 
(1) A is an algebra over the real numbers R and for any aeA we have 
1 +are GLIA for all real numbers r with sufficiently small Ir]. 
For example, the ring A of smooth bounded functions on line or any smooth 
manifold satisfies the condition (1). 
Theorem 1. Suppose that A satisfies the condition (1) and n > 2. Then: 
(a) For any ideal B of A, En(A, B) = [EnA, EnB] and is normal in GLnA, where 
EnB is the subgroup of  EnA generated by elementary matrices in GLnB. 
(b) For any ideal B of A, E~(A, B)~ [EnA, Gn(A, B)]; in particular, every sub- 
group H of Gn(A, B) containing En(A , B) is normalized by EnA. 
(c) For any subgroup H of GLnA, n > 3, normalized by EnA, there is a (unique) 
ideal B of  A such that En(A,B)CHC Gn(A, B). 
Note that the condition n_> 3 in (c) cannot be dropped as the following example 
shows. Let A be the Grassmann algebra on R 2, that is, R-algebra with two 
generators x, y subject to the relations x 2 =y2 = xy +yx = 0. Let A o = R + Rxy and 
AI=Rx+Ry.  Then A=Ao@AI,  AoAo+AIAI=Ao, AoAI+AIAo=AI,  Ao 
;belongs to the center of A, and A l z g: 0 for any z ~ 0 in A 1 . Consider the subgroup 
H of GL2A consisting of 
 )  L2 I+RXy, witha+  2+Rx an al cal Am 
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Then H is normalized by E2A. Only for the trivial ideal B = 0 we have HDE2B. On 
the other hand, HD(A1) 1'2, so H does not belong to the center of GL2A. Thus, H 
does not satisfy any ladder relation. Since dimR A = 4 < co, A has a Banach algebra 
structure. 
Still we can obtain the conclusion of (c) with n = 2 under various extra conditions: 
Theorem 2. Suppose that A satisfies the condition (1) and H & a subgroup of  
GL2 A normalized by E2A. Assume that either 
(i) H is normalized by all diagonal matrices in GL2A (for example, H is nor- 
marl in GL2A), or 
(ii) For any ring homomorphism a : A --,A' with commutative A' and ct(A) = A' 
we have a(D) =A;  where D is the center of  A (for example, A is commutative or
simple). 
Then there is a (unique) ideal B of  A such that E2(A,B)CHC G2(A,B ). 
Information on normal subgroups of the groups GLnA helps to describe all 
automorphisms of these groups and isomorphisms and epimorphisms between these 
groups (see [10], [11], [29]). For example, results of [10] combined with Theorem 
l(a) imply that all isomorphisms between GLnA and GL,,A', where n, n '>3 and 
A, A' satisfy (1), are standard. 
In this Connection, we prove in Section 6 below the following statement. 
Theorem 3. Assume that A & commutative and either n >_ 3 or A satisfies the condi- 
tion (1). Then EnA is a perfect characteristic subgroup of  any larger subgroup G 
of GLnA. 
Remarks. (a) It is claimed in [13] that V.N. Gerasimov has an example of a ring A 
with 1 such that E,A is not normal in GLnA for all n >_ 3. 
When n = 2, many such examples are known with commutative A (see, for ex- 
ample, [25]). Even when A is the ring of integers, EE(A, B) need not be normal in 
GL2A for ideals B of A. But if sr(A)_< 1, then [3] EE(A, B) is normal in GL2A for 
all ideals B of A. 
(b) It is not true in general that E,(A, B) ~ [GL, A, G,(A, B)]. There are counter- 
examples with (non-commutative) local rings A, as well as and with commutative 
A with sr(A)=2 and arbitrary large n (see [16]). If sr(A)<n, then En(A,B)D 
[GL,A, GLnB] for all ideals B of A (see [26,27]). I fA  is commutative, EnA is nor- 
mal in GL, A for n_> 3, but SLnA/EnA need not be abelian. If A is the ring of real 
or complex continuous functions on a topological space, then [31] EEA= 
[GLEA, GL2A]. 
(c) A normal non-central subgroup of GL2A need not contain a non-trivial 
elementary matrix even for a commutative ring A. Some positive results are known 
for rings A with 'many' units (see, for example, Serre [23], McDonald [19]). 
For many rings A it is known that every non-central subgroup of GLnA, n >_ 3, 
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contains a non-trivial elementary matrix (see, for example, [8,30]). It is claimed in 
[9] that the conclusion of Theorem 1 (c) holds for any PI-ring. This conclusion was 
proved, for any commutative A, in [32] when n >_4 and in [8] when n >_ 3. 
(d) When A and A 2 are isomorphic as right A-modules (for example, A is the 
ring of all bounded linear operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space), then 
GLIA is isomorphic to GLnA for every n. Assuming the condition (1), we conclude 
by Theorem l(c) that a subgroup H of GLIA is normalized by [GL~A, GL~A] if 
and only if [GL~A, GLIB] cHC GI(A, B) for an ideal B of A, where GLiB is the 
subgroup of GLIB generated by unipotent elements (see Remark at the end of the 
following section). 
See Margulis [15] and Harpe [12] about normal subgroups of GLIA for some 
other rings A. 
(e) In [28], results of [3] on normal subgroups of GLnA = Aut(A n) were extended 
to Aut(P), where P is an A-module such that P contains a direct summand isomor- 
phic to A 3 and oePHOmA(P,A)oA for every o in P (for example, P is a finitely 
generated projective A-module). Similarly, Theorems 1and 2 can be easily extended 
to Aut(P). 
See Arrel [1] and Maxwell [17] about the case when P is an infinitely generated 
free A-module. 
(f) It is easy to show that when n >_ 2 and A satisfies the condition (1) or is a con- 
nected topological ring such that x~-.(1 +x) -~-  1 is defined and continuous in a 
neighborhood of 0 in A, then the group En(A, B) is generated by matrices of the 
form ( -yy"x" Jy  J'' with x in B and y in A (if n >_ 3, no conditions on A are needed); 
also it is generated by EnB and diagonal matrices with the products of diagonal 
entries in the subgroup VI(A,B) of GL1B generated by elements of the form 
(1 +xy)(1 +yx) -1 with x in B, y in A, and 1 +xy in GL1B. If, moreover, the ad- 
ditive subgroup of B is generated by elements of the form xz with x, z in B (for ex- 
ample, B is a C*-algebra), then En(A, B)=EnB and hence depends only on n and 
the ring B. 
(g) All results of this paper can be easily extended to all rings A such that 
A/rad(A) satisfies the condition (1) (rather. than A itself), where rad means the 
Jacobson radical. 
2. Proof of Theorem l(a) 
Evidently, En(A,B)D[E,,A,E,,B]. Conversely, we want to prove that x"Je 
[EnA, EnB] for any elementary matrix x ';j in GLnB. If n>-3, then we pick k¢i,j 
(k>n),  and we have x ' ' j= [li'k,x k'j] e [EnA, EnB] (this works without any restric- 
tions on the ring A). 
If n = 2, we use the condition (1) which implies that 2 e GL~A. By the Whitehead 
lemma [31, 
h "= 1/2 
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So  x 1'2 = [h, (x/3)1'21 e [EzA, EzB]. Similarly, x 2' 1 = [h - l ,  (x /3 )2 ,  1] 6 [EzA, EzB]. 
Thus, En(A,B)= [EnA, EnBI. 
Now we want to prove that En(A,B) is normal in GLnA. Since E,(A,B) is 
normalized by all permutation matrices, it suffices to check that g:=hxl'Zh-lE 
En(A, B) for any x in B and any h in GLnA. We have g = 1 n + oxu, where o is the 
first column of h and u is the second row of h -1, so uo = 0. Therefore our state- 
ment is contained in the following theorem (applied with w =xu). 
Theorem 4. Let A satisfy the condition (1), B is an ideal of  A, o an n-column over 
A, w an n-row over B, and wo = O. Then I n + ow ~ En(A, B). 
Proof. We write o = (vi) and w= (wi). 
Case 1" 1 + o, w n ~ GL1B. We write 
Then 
w = (w,  w , ) ,  o = , 
On~ 
d := 1 + onw, ~ GLi B, 
d' := 1 + WhO n = 1 - w'o' 6 GL1B 
a := 1 n_ l + Otw'-- O'wnd- lon W' 
+ o 'd  "-I w" = 1,_ l + o'(1 - wnd -1 on)w'= In_ 1 
(see [25, §21), 
( ln_ l+o 'w '  Odn ) 
ln+ow=\  onw' 
, ( ln_ l eEnB(a  0 E B. 
We want to prove that a 0 (od) ~ En(A, B). Since 1 + w'o'd '-I = d ' - l ,  we have 
(1 . _~ 0~( ln_  l 
( ;  ~)=\w'a - I  1/ \  0 
( In - '  ; ' ) (  In - '  
× 0 0 
By [26, §21, 
l o )eEn(A,B). 10- d,_id 
So I .+ow~En(A,B ) in Case 1. 
_o ,d , - I  
d,_ 1 eEn(A,B) 0 d,O_l) • 
General Case. Consider the set X of all x in R such that 1 n + oxw~En(A, B). It 
is clearly an additive subgroup of R. By the condition (1) and Case 1, X contains 
a neighborhood of 0. Therefore X=R.  Taking x= 1, we conclude that In+owe 
En(A,B). 
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Remark. Under the condition (1), it can be shown that En(A, B)= [GLnA,U GLnB],U 
where GLUB is the subgroup of GL,,B generated by all unipotent matrices, pro- 
vided n___2. When A is commutative, En(A, B)= SLnBfq GLUB and hence does not 
depend on the ambient ring A. When A is a Banach algebra, En(A,B)= 
[GL°A, GL°B] for n_>2, where GL°B is the identity component in GLnB; more- 
over, if A is commutative, then En(A, B)= SLnB f)GL°B (see Milnor [21]). 
Indeed, the condition (1) implies that GE,,BDGLUB for all B and n, where 
GEnB is the subgroup of GLnB generated by all elementary and diagonal matrices. 
By the Whitehead lemma [3], [GEnA, GEnB] CE,,(A, B) for arbitrary A, B and 
n _ 2. Moreover, for any Banach algebra B (or, more generally, for any topological 
ring B such that the map x~ (1 +x) - l -  1 is defined and continuous in a neighbor- 
hood of 0 in B), we have GEn B ~ GL°B (Milnor, Swan). 
Moreover, it is not hard to prove that (assuming that n_> 2): under the condition 
(1) we have E,,(A, B) = [GLnA, GLUB] = [GLUA, Gn(A, B)] for all ideals B of A; 
when A is arbitrary topological ring with 1 such that x~ (1 + x)- 1 _ 1 is defined and 
continuous in a neighborhood of 0 in A, then En(A,B)=[GL,,A, GL°,,B]= 
[GL°A, Gn(A, B)] for all ideals B of A. 
Here is the relevant computation. Let (acba)eGLnA (block form with aeA,.. .)  
and y ~ GLI A. Then 
;)(o 17.)] (o (: ;). 
- \ cya 'y - l+dc 'y  -1 cyb'+dd'J' where c' d' = 
Assume now that either (ac~) ~ Gn(A, B) or y~ GLIB for an ideal B of A and that 
o :=cyb'+dd'e GLn-IB. Then 
g=(10 in_ l ) (  ; ~)(1.  In-10 ) ,  
where u : = aya'y- l q_ bc'y-1 - -  (ayb' + bd')o- l (cyaty-1.4_ dcPy - l ). From ab" + bd' = 0 
and cb'+dd'= ln_ I it follows that ayb'+bd'=a(y-  1)b' and o= 1,,_ 1 +c(y -  1)b'. 
So 
(ayb' + bd')o-1 = a(y - 1)b'(1 n_ 1 + c(y -  1)b') -l 
= a(1 + (y -  1)b'c)-l(y - 1)b' 
= a(y -  (y -  1)a'a)-l(y - 1)b' [using that a'a + b'c = 1] 
= a(1 + y-Z_ 1)a,a)-l(1 - y-1 )b' 
= (1 + a'y -1 - 1)a')-la(1 _y - I  )b'. 
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Hence 
(1 + a(y -1 - 1)a')uy 
= (1 + a(y -l - 1)a')(aya'+ bc') - a(1 _y-1 )b'(cya'+ dc') 
=aya'+bc'+a(y -1 - 1)ya' [using a'a+b'c= 1 and a'b+b'd=O] 
= bc '  + aa '  = 1. 
So u=(1 +a(y -1 - 1)a')- ly -1. By [26], 
( (l+b'c(y-1))-lO Oo)~En(A'B)and 
Therefore u 0 (oo)eEn(A,B), hence geEn(A,B). 
(l+b'c(y-1)Uo O1)eE2(A'B)" 
3. Proof of Theorem l(b) 
Let us prove first that En(A,B)D[EnA, GLnB]. Let h~EnA and geGLnB. We 
want to prove that [h,g] := hgh-lg -l eEl(A, B). 
We consider the ring A'  := {(a, b) e A x A : a + B = b + B } andits ideal B':  = (B, 0). 
We set h':=(h,h)eE~A' and g ' :=  (g, In)eGLnB'. 
The condition (1) for A implies the similar condition for A'  (with A replaced by 
A'). By Theorem l(a), applied to the ring A', we have [h', g'] eEnA'. On the other 
hand, evidently, [h', g'] e GLIB'. As the ring A' is the semi-direct product of the 
ideal B' (which is isomorphic to B) and the subring {(a, a) :a cA} (which is isomor- 
phic to A), we conclude that EnA'O GLnB'=En(A', B'). Thus, [h', g'] ~En(A', B'), 
hence [h, g] e E, (A, B). 
Now we can complete our proof of the inclusion En(A, B)D [EnA, G,(A, B)] 
following [4, p. 245] (where our Gn(A, B) is denoted by GL'n(A, B)). Namely, we 
fix any g in Gn(A, B) and Consider the map E,A~(GLnBNEnA)/E,(A, B) given 
by h~ [h,g]En(A, B), where h eE~A and we use that EnA is normalized by GLnB. 
Since E~(A, B)D [EnA, GLIB], the map is a homomorphism and the target group 
is abelian. Since the group E~A is perfect (see Theorem l(a) with B=A), the map 
is trivial, that is, [h, g] e En(A, B) for all h in EnA. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1(c) 
In this section we assume that A satisfies the condition (1), n_>3, and H is a 
subgroup of GLnA normalized by EnA. 
Lemma 5. If H is not central, then H contains a non-trivial elementary matrix. 
Proof. Case 1: H~g = (gi, j) such that g,,, 1= 0 and g does not commute with some 
lk'~¢EnA. Then H contains an elementary matrix , 1,, by [30, Lemma 15]. 
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Case 2: H~h=(gi ,  j) such that hn,2=#O and hn, 1 +hn,2X=O for some x in A. Then 
Hg( -x )  2'lhx2'l =: g=(gi, j) and g~,l =hn, l + hn,2x=O, gn,2=h~,2~O, so [g, 12'1 ] ~e In , 
hence we are reduced to Case 1. 
Case 3: H contains a non-central g= (gi, j) with gn, 1 - -0 .  I f  g does not commute 
with some lk ' leEnA,  we are done by Case 1. Otherwise, g is a scalar matrix: 
gi, j = 0 =gi, i -  gj, j for i~j .  Since g does not belong to the center of GLnA, there is 
x in A such that xgl, 1 =/:gl, ix. Then [g, X 1'2 ] = (gl, lx -xg2,2)  1'2 ~ In is an elementary 
matrix in H. 
Case 4: H contains a non-central h--(hi, j) with hE,2e GLIA. I f  (h-1)n,l =0, we 
are done by Case 3 with g = h -1. Otherwise, for any r eR ,  we have: 
H~ h- l r l '  2h(-r) l '  2 = (gi, j) 
with g~, 1 = (h- l )n, I the, 1, and gn, 2 : (h -  l )n, I rh2, 2 - (h -  l )n, I rh2, I r. 
We pick a small r~0 such that y :-- 1 + (h2,E)-lhE, l re  GLIA.  Then 
gn,2=(h-l)n, lrhE,2Y~O with hE, EYEGLIA , hence gn, l+gn,2X=O for x:-- 
-h2,1y-l(h2,2) -l cA .  So we are reduced to Case 2. 
Case 5: H contains a non-central h = (hi, j) with hn, 2 = 0. We have 
10)=(1 ° 1 ° 
hence 
( f  0 )eEn  A and g.=" f 'h f  ' - l eH .  
f ' :=  ln_2 
Since gn, l =hn,2  =0,  we are reduced to Case 3. 
General case. Pick a non-central g = (gi, j )e l l .  For any r in R we have (hi, j )= 
h :=grE'lg-l(--r) 2'1EH and he, E = 1 +g2,2r(g-l)l,2 . By the condit ion (1), 
he, 2 ~ GLIA for small r, so we are reduced to Case 4, unless h belongs to the center 
of GLnA for small r. In the latter case [g, r2' l ]¢ln and (g-1)i,2=0 for i#:2. So we 
are reduced to Case 5. 
Lemma 6. I f  H~x i'j where xeA,  1 <i#=j<_n, then H~En(A,B) ,  where B is the 
(two-sided) ideal of  A generated by x.
Proof. It follows easily from the identities yi'jz"J= (y + z) i'j and [yi, j zj, k] = (yz)i,k, 
where 1 < i ~ j  :~ k :~ i _  n and y, z are in A (we use that n _ 3; no conditions on A are 
needed). 
Now we can conclude our proof  of Theorem l(c). By Lemma 6, there is an ideal 
B of A such that En(A, B) contains all elementary matrices in H. Consider the im- 
age H '  of H in GL,(A/B) .  Since A/B  satisfies the condit ion (1) (with A replaced 
by A/B)  and H' is normalized by En(A/B) which is the image of EnA (note that 
GL n A-~GLn(A/B)  need not be onto), Lemma 5 applied to H '  gives that either H' 
is a central or H '  contains an elementary matrix ( ') i'j, where O:/:x'eA/B, 
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1 <i . j<n .  In the latter case, H~xi'jg, where O=/:x~A, x '=x+B,  and g~GL.B .  
We pick an integer k ~ i,j in the interval 1 _< k_< n. Then 
H ~ [xi'j g, 1 j' k] = xi, k l J, kxi, J[(_ 1)j,k, g](_x)i,j (_ 1)j,k 
exi, kE.(A,B)Cxi, kH. 
Therefore H~x i'k which contradicts to our choice of B in the view of Lemma 6. 
Thus, H'  is central in GLn(A/B),  that is, HcG. (A ,  B). So we have the ladder 
relation En(A, B) CHC Gn(A, B). 
If we have the ladder relation En(A, B' )cHC Gn(A ,B') with another ideal B' of 
A, then En(A ,B ' )cGn(A ,B)  implies that B'CB.  Similarly, BDB' .  Thus, B=B' .  
So the ideal B in the ladder relation for H is determined by H. (Using Theorem 
l(a,b), we see that [H, E~A] =E.(A,  B).) 
5. Proof of Theorem 2 
In this section we assume that A satisfies the condition (1) and H is a subgroup 
of GL2 A normalized by E2A. 
Lemma 7. I f  H is not central, then it contains an elementary matrix 4:12. 
Proof. Case 1: H contains a non-central matrix of the form a t, (0d). If a = d belongs 
to the center of A, then 
Otherwise, 
Case 2: 
[ (a  bd)(10 1)]=(zx_xd) l ,2~:12 for some x in A. H~ 0 ' 
(' Y) H~ with x;y in A and x~:O. 
x l+xy  
Using the condition (1), we find a number in R such that t := 1 +xr~ GL~A and 
t4¢ 1. By the Whitehead lemma [3], 
hence 
0) 
h := t -  l ¢EzA,  
H~g:=h h - l= . 
x 1 xt -2 1 +xt - ly t /  
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Set z : = xr 2 + 2r ~ A and 
Then 
hence we are reduced to Case 1. 
Case 3: H contains a non-central matrix (~ b) with a ~ GLIA.  In the view of Case 
1, we can assume that c~: 0. We write 
We have 
where u = ca- l :;/: 0 and o = a-  I b e A, and 
(~ 0 ) 
g= d_ca-lb 
is a diagonal matrix. Since h" =(0 2l°2)eE2A (the Whitehead lemma), 
a 
Hgh(~ ~)h-l=(c/2 2b)=(ul/r ~)g(10  l°)=hl. 
On the other hand, 
Therefore 
0 1 1)(0 y)=(~x 1 H~hlh21=(ul/r ~)(l_u 1)(0 3)=(1 0 1 +Yxy)' 
where 0~x:=-3u/4eA,  y:=3oeA. Thus, we are reduced to Case 2. 
General case. We take any non-central (ca ~) in H. In the view of Case 1, we can 
assume that c ~ 0. Set 
By the condition (1), there is a non-zero real number r such that 1 + a'cre GL1A. 
H~( a djb~-lrl'2~a\c b)  ( - r ) l '2=( l+a 'c r ,  :) 
Since rc:#O, g is non-central. So we are reduced to Case 3. 
=:g .  
t -2  ' 
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Lemma 8. I f  H~x 1,2 with x in A and one of  the conditions (i), (ii) of  Theorem 2 
holds, that H~B L2, where B is the ideal of  A generated by x. 
Proof. We consider the set X := {xeA :x~'2eH}.  We want to prove that X is an 
ideal of A. Since H is a subgroup of GL2A, X is an additive subgroup of A. Since 
h:=(Yy°-O6g2 A for any y in GLIA (the Whitehead lemma), and hz l '2h- l= 
(yzy) 1'2, we have 
(9) yzyeX for any y~GL1A and z~X.  
For an arbitrary d in the center D of A we can find, by the condition (1), a real 
number >0 such that both 1 +2rd and 1 +rd are in GLIA. Then for any z in X, 
by (9), (1 +2rd)2z,(1 +rd)2z~X, hence 4( l+rd)2z - (1  +2rd)2z-3z=4rdz~X.  
Using (9) with y = 1/2v~, we conclude that dz ~ X. Thus, 
(10) XD=X,  i.e., X is a module over the center D of A. 
Now it is t ime to use one o f  the condit ions (i) or (ii). 
Assume first (i). We want to prove that za, azeX for any aeA and z~X.  By (1), 




0 0"~ 1,2//y - 
('o ;) 
hence X ~ yz, zy. Therefore X ~ ( yz -  y)/r  = az and XD ( zy -  y)/r = za. Thus, X is an 
ideal under the condition (i). 
Now we have to prove that X is an ideal of A under the condition (ii). Using (9) 
with y = 1 + ar, where a e A and r ~ R with sufficiently small [r I, we conclude that 
(11) aza, az+za~Z for any aeA and z~X.  
Let now al,a2,a 3 be inA .  By (1), 1 +air1 6GL1A for r I in R with small [rl[. We 
find a non-zero r 2 in R such that 1 + (1 + rla 1)-1(1 + a3 + a la3rl)a2r2 e GLIA. Then u: = 
1 +air I +a2r2+(1 +alrl)a3a2r 2 ~ GLIA.  By [18], o := 1 +air1 +a2r2+a2r2a3(1 +al r l )e  
GL1A and 
(u0) 
h:= 0 v -~ eE2A. 
For any z in X we have H~hzl'2h -1 = (uzo) 1'2, hence uzoeX.  Using (10) and (11), 
we conclude that 
(1 + alrl)a3a2z + za2a3(11 + air1) ~ X. 
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Since real number rl here can be chosen arbitrary in a neighborhood of 0, we con- 
clude that 
(12) alaaa2z+za2a3al eX  for all z in X and all a i in A. 
Let now a,b,c, deA and zeX.  By (12) with al =ab, a2 = 1, a3=cd, we have zl :-- 
abcdz + zcdab ~ X. By (12) with al = b, a2 = da, a3 = c, we have z2 : = bdacz + zcdab 
X. By (12) with al =bd, a2 = 1, a3=ac, we have z3 :=bdacz+zacbd¢A. By (12) 
with al =acbd, a2=a3 = 1 (or by (11)), we have z4:=acbdz+zacbdeX. So 
Zl - -  Z2 + Z3 - -  Z4 = abcdz- acbdz = a(bc - cb)dz ~ X. 
Therefore, X is invariant under left multiplication by elements from the ideal B 
of  A generated by all bc-  cb with b, c in A. Similarly, XB C X. By the condition (ii), 
D + B- -A .  So X is an ideal of  A. 
Now we can complete our proof  of Theorem 2 (compare with the end of the 
previous section). We define X as in the proof of Lemma 8 above. Since H is nor- 
malized by (01 ~)eE2 A,  X coincides with the set {xeA :x2"leH}. By Lemma 8, 
B := X is an ideal of A.  Consider the image H '  of H in GLE(A/B). I f  H '  is central, 
we are done. Otherwise H'~ (x') i'j with O,x 'eA/B  and (i, j) = (1, 2) or (2, 1) (using 
Lemma 7 with A replaced by A/B).  Then Hgxl'Eg with 0:# cA  and g~GL2B , 
hence 
H~[(2 0 IO/2),xI'2g] E(3x)I'2E2(A,B)~(3x) I'2H, 
SO (3X)I'2~H, which contradicts to our choice of B. 
6. Proof of Theorem 3 
When n -> 3, the identities [x i'j yJ' k ] = (xy)i, k, where 1 < i :#j *: k :g i_> n and x, y cA,  
show that EnA is perfect for any ring A with 1. When n = 2, EnA is perfect by 
Theorem l(a) with B=A (assuming the condition (1)). 
Using [24] when n_  3 and Theorem l(a) with B =A when n = 2, we see that E,,A 
is normal in GLnA. Therefore its imae r(EnA ) under any automorphism r of the 
group G is also normal in G. 
Using [81 or [29] when n >__ 3 and Theorem l(c) when n = 2, we see that En(A, B)C 
r(EnA)cG,,(A,B ) for an ideal B of A.  Since EnA is perfect, we conclude that 
E,,(A, B) C r(EnA) C GLnB. 
The main step in our proof  is to show that B = A. We assume that B :gA, and will 
obtain a contradiction. 
Let A 0 be the subring of A generated by 1 when n _> 3 and by 1/2 when n = 2. We 
claim that E,,Ao is a perfect finitely generated group. This is clear when n_>3. 
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When n =2, we have 
(2 0 0 )EE2A0 h := 1/2 
by the Whitehead lemma, hence 
X 1 '2  : [h, (x/4)1'2], x2' 1 = [h, (4x) 2' 1] ~ [E2Ao,E2Ao ] 
for all x in A o, so EzAo is perfect. It is generated by the following three elements: 
h, ll,2,12,1. 
Let B 0 be the ideal of A generated by all non-diagonal entries of z(g), where g 
ranges over a finite generating set for E, Ao. By the definition, B 0 is a finitely 
generated ideal of A and BoCB:/:A. 
Evidently, all matrices in r(E,,Ao) are diagonal modulo B 0. Since A is com- 
mutative and r(EnAo) is perfect, we conclude that r(EnAo)C GLnBo and BoBo=Bo, 
i.e., the additive subgroup BoB o of B o, generated by all products xy with x,y ~ Bo, 
coincides with B o. 
Now we pick a maximal ideal p of A containing B0. We set S =A \ p. Then 
(S-IBo)(S-IBo)=S-IBo is a finitely generated ideal of S-1A and S-IBoC 
rad(S-1A) =S-lp. By the Nakayama lemma, S- IB0=0, i.e., sB0=0 for some seS. 
Therefore Gn(A, Bo) commutes with En(As). In particular, the centralizer of 
r(En A) in G includes the matrices 1'2 and s 2'1 which do not commute. On the 
other hand, this centralizer must be commutative, because the centralizer of EnA 
in G consists of diagonal matrices and hence is commutative. This contradiction 
proves that B =A.  
Thus, we have proved that r(EnA)DE~A. Since r - l  is also an automorphism of
G, we conclude that r-1(EnA)DE~A. Therefore r(E~A)=E,A, i.e., E~A is a 
characteristic subgroup of GLnA. 
Remark. Similarly, we can prove that if G is as in Theorem 3 and G' is a similar 
group (so E,,,A'cG'cGL,,,A'), then for every epimorphism r: G--,G' we have 
r(EnA)DEn,A'; moreover, if r is an isomorphism, then r(EnA)=E~,A'. 
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